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• Introduction
• Dutch Highway Stresstest, results and further steps
• Regional Validation and Risk Scoring
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Content
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Effects of extreme rainfall
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Heat and drought

2020: 3rd dry and warm year in Holland !

new weather patterns are there to stay
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Short and long term transport network effects due to
extreme weather phenomena

dealing with uncertainty - climate change is (just?) one aspect



Decision making on ambition and
strategy

OVERVIEW OF RISKS ACTION PERSPECTIVES STRATEGY

ROADMAP Climate Resilient Networks : an iterative process
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Rijkswaterstaat Stresstest follows from Dutch Climate Change Adaptation Policy
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Threats/hazards in Road Network Stresstest

• Extreme rainfall - pluvial flooding
– Puddles on the road
– Bad visibility
– Erosion, instability embankments
– Uplift of tunnels and light materials

• Fluvial and coastal flooding
• Heat

– Thermal expansion of pavements

– Bridges get stuck
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• Drought
– Unequal settlements due to drought

related soil subsidence

– Roadside fires



Highway Stresstest – results online !

Risk of aquaplaning

Risk of pluvial flooding

Fluvial and coastal flooding

(visualization and interactiveness are being improved)



Highway Stresstest – results

Vulnerability to soil subsidenceVulnerability of roadsides to fireVulnerable bridges



Next steps

• Risk dialogues with stakeholders
– Verification of results
– Acceptable level of resilience?
– Ambition?
– Prioritization?

• Mainstreaming in
– Performance management - maintenance
– Replacement and renovation program

• Adaptation strategies
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Climate resilient infrastructure
from stresstest to regional action perspective and measures
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Rijkswaterstaat approach for the regional units
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2 steps:
1. Validate stresstest with asset managers

2. Start with the ‘internal risk dialogue’
• Which risks are/aren’t acceptable?
• What measures to take?

Such a risk dialogue can lead to: maintenance,
new projects, adjustment of building standards,
etc.



Assessment of climate risk
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Example of bridges
1. Location of risks

In essence every bridge
is vulnerable to
malfunction due to heat.
This makes it difficult to
prioritize asset
management.



Assessment of climate risk
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Example of bridges
2. Impact based on costs

Repair x traffic jams

Repair = costs RWS
Traffic jams = societal costs

Based on the RA2CE
module, developed by
Deltares
https://ra2ce.netlify.app/#/



Assessment of climate risk
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Example of bridges
2. Impact based on costs

N3: Papendrechtste Brug



Assessment of climate risk
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Example of bridges
Papendrechtse bridge

During heat of 2019
• Malfunction of the bridge
• Rerouting of the traffic
• Stagnation of shipping
• Critical media attention



Assessment of climate risk
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Example of bridges
2. Impact based on RAMSSHE€P

Reliability
Availability
Maintainability
Safety
Security
Environment
€conomics
Politics / image
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Next steps
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1) Validation of results with Asset
Managers

2) “Internal risk dialogue WNZ”
1) AM’ers
2) RWS WNZ board

3) Upscaling to all RWS regional
units

4) “External risk dialogue WNZ”



More information

Kees van Muiswinkel, Myrthe Leijstra

Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management

Rijkswaterstaat Water, Traffic and Environment

The Netherlands

kees.van.muiswinkel@rws.nl ; myrthe.leijstra@rws.nl

Acknowledgement: some slides used from TR2019 Resilience Conference presentations:

Thomas Bles (Deltares): Stress testing the Dutch national highway network

Margreet van Marle (Deltares): (Quantitative) Multi-Hazard Risk Assessments for road network

https://theafsluitdijk.com/


